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1. Deep Friendship

DEEP FRIENDSHIP AND ROMANCE

Oour legal system, our educational institutions, and many of  our workplaces have embraced the 
ideal of  equity between men and women. Now our couples are seeking peer marriages. The two 
basic requirements for mutual value in marriage are: 1) Deep Friendship and 2) Romance.

Interactional Elements of  Deep Friendship
Deep friendship is demanding, loyal, and intimate. The two know each other very well, they keep 
lines of  communication open and they are fair and reciprocal with one another.

Understanding with 
Tolerance & Respect

Understand their spouse’s preferences. Differences are 
manageable because of  mutual respect. Share vulnerabilities 
without fear that it will be revealed or used against them.

Shared Worlds Interest in each other’s day to share experiences. Share work 
or business. Share excitement and pleasure such as hobbies.

The Ability to 
Negotiate Differences

Commitment to always work it out, especially in an 
argument. Don’t pull rank, shut each other out, get derisive, 
presume to have more than fair share of  time.

The Ability to Be 
Private & Separate

No pressure to be exactly alike. Collaboration requires 
privacy as well as public sharing. Take turns giving advice, 
thinking of  things to do, being the strong or the faltering one.

Reconceptualizing 
Affection

The Five Love Languages: Quality Time, Touch, Words, 
Gifts, Acts of  Service.

Collegiality Mutual excellence. Each good person makes the other person 
look better and feel stronger. Division of  labor is on ability 
and desire rather than on authority and tradition. Requires 
honesty.

Togetherness Similar pleasures shared such as gardening, cooking, hiking, 
etc. But also with others…socially and with friends.

After Pepper Scwhartz in Peer Marriage

801 E. Campbell Road, #152, Richardson, TX 75081
214-636-5889   heatherc@heathercarlile.com
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2. The Original Relationship Script
MIRROR AND HEALER: Very often we naturally attract an intimate relationship which 
consciously or unconsciously feels familiar because it somehow reflects some of  the dynamics of  
the parenting and/or marital role models we experienced during our growing years. Thus our 
Beloved can be a mirror of  the wounds we carry and the one who helps us to heal and move 
beyond the past. This exercise helps us to be specific about what we need from our partner.

Parental Relationship Portrait - My Parents as Role Models

Think back to your earliest childhood memories  and recall your primary caretakers (usually your 
mother and father). Remember them as  you did as a child (not as you perceive them today). Then 
list below both the positive and negative characteristics  of each of them. Be as accurate as  you 
can without consideration for any criticism or judgment…merely accuracy and clarity.

Mother or Female Caretaker
Positive                    Negative

Characteristics         Characteristics
(B)                            (A)

Father or Male Caretaker
Positive                   Negative 

Characteristics         Characteristics
(B)                           (A)

(C) "What I really needed and wanted most from you, Mom (or female caretaker), but that I 
didn’t or couldn’t get from you, was . . ": 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

 (C) "What I really needed and wanted most from you, Dad (or male caretaker), but that I didn’t  
or couldn’t get from you, was . . ": 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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Childhood Difficulties

List below recurring frustrations, hurts, self-doubts or fears  from your childhood and your 
emotional, behavioral or mental response(s) to the frustrations at that time.

Childhood Frustrations

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

My Response(s) (E)

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

Happy Childhood Experiences

List below the positive memories  of childhood, preferably when you spent one-on-one time with 
each of  your parents or caregivers and your feelings and/or response(s) associated with them.

Positive Childhood Memories

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

My Happy Feelings/Response(s) (D)

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________
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My Inherited Portrait for a Relationship – Unconscious Patterning

I find I am attracted to people who have these qualities (copy A word-for-word):

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

In order to get them to be like this (copy B word-for-word):

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

So that I can get these things from them in a relationship (copy C word-for-word): 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

And feel this way (copy D word-for-word): 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

I stop myself  from getting this sometimes by being this way (copy E word-for-word):

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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3. What I Truly Need and Want with You
The mere phrase self  nurture may conjure images of  time alone—taking hot baths, meditating,  renting 

movies. But self-nurture doesn’t just mean private time to tend to one’s needs.  Self-nurture also means 
taking care of  ourselves in our relationships… -Alice Domar 

MY WOUND: In light of my Parental Portrait, my relationship wound or what I  
think and/or feel I didn't or couldn’t get and what I needed as a child is:

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

And I now forgive _________________________________________ for this deprivation.
Intimacy is seeing into each other with permission...the fear of  disapproval makes it 

the hardest thing to do, and also the easiest. “Showing up” is the secret.
-Jim Worsley

HEALING: What I now know I need to create in my relationship so I can heal and 
grow my ability for enjoyable intimacy is:

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
Let yourself  be silently drawn by the stronger pull of  what you really love.

-Rumi

MY DESIRE: What I especially need as a goal to grow and practice in my personal 
relationship for the deep friendship and romantic intimacy I desire is:

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
You’ve heard it said there’s a window that opens from one mind 

to another, but if  there’s no wall, there’s no need for 
fitting the window, or the latch.

-Rumi

MY PART OF LOVING: To ensure I inspire this kind of response from my partner, 
I need to express myself in my relationship in these loving ways to help him or her 
with his or her own desire:

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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4. Cushion Statements

Requests for Change Using Cushion Statements
Avoiding Conflict and Solving the Problem 
Very few people seek out conflict yet we naturally disagree regularly for many reasons. In 
meaningful relationships or partnerships, we need to be able to communicate our complaints, 
differences, constructive criticism or suggestions. When disagreements cause problems, we need 
to be able to resolve the differences respectfully.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: The ability to solve or resolve differences or issues is a skill. 
Children can learn the foundational concepts and abilities with getting along with others. But the 
elements of character growth for resolving issues may be learned and refined at higher and 
higher levels on through the decades of adulthood. Consider learning to meet the needs of an 
angry customer, to mentor an assertive teenager, to choose new wallpaper for your bedroom, to 
negotiate a raise or a contract with equanimity, to work with a territorial neighbor, to manage a 
child’s math homework or music practice, to settle an elder into assisted living, to move your 
family to a new city, etc. 

MENU OF SKILLS FOR ARTFUL COMMUNICATION

The quality of our interaction with people often reflects our skill level with communication. Here 
are some of the abilities and approaches available to us:

1. Active Listening – showing interest and understanding
2. Use of Humor – playful good humor (not cynicism, ascerbic wit, put-downs, insults or 

avoidant humor)
3. Building Rapport – shared time and conversation - in dialogue not monologue
4. Calm Emotions – when you start to whine, confront, shut down, blame, criticize, 

manipulate, pressure, yell or get impatient, you can bet you’re coming from emotions 
rather than intelligence. This pretty much never works...feels (and is) coercive. Calm 
yourself, remove yourself, excuse yourself, apologize and stop. Take time out to calm 
yourself down until you can start over intelligently and unemotionally. See below.*

5. Cushion Statements – explain your intentions, your goals and give assurance.
6. Validation - I see your point of view, mirroring the other person’s intention and concerns.
7. Remove Blocks - leave the non-negotiable and move to a new focus or viewpoint.
8. Accepting and Inviting Feedback – show willingness and sincere interest in learning.

*One HUGE caution here: When you need to take time out to calm yourself down make sure it 
doesn’t appear as if you’re doing it  for effect (aka manipulation).  When you use a pattern 
interrupt for self-soothing, leave with an assurance that you want to come back in a calmer state. 
This is best done with a prior discussion to set up accurate expectations. Make it clear that you 
have no intentions for avoidance, disrespect nor abandonment and that  you want to resolve the 
difference no matter what. Then, stop. Calm yourself down in whatever way really works: leave 
the room, go for a walk or a drive, play with the kids, come back when you agreed, etc.

 -Request Heather’s article on Self-Soothing and Pattern Interrupts.
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Cushion Statements
It helps to use a "cushion" statement before 
communicating about a hot topic, a delicate subject, an 
objection or a complaint. A cushion statement is a friendly, 
validating, assuring, clarifying, explaining or agreeable 
statement. Reason: This immediately lets the other person 
know you don’t  intend to dominate, criticize, manipulate, 
insult, wound or argue. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BEFORE CUSHION     ⇒    Complaint & Request for Change    ⇒    AFTER CUSHION

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RELATIONSHIP EXAMPLE #1: 

Instead of making a harsh statement such as, “I hate you when you yell at me. I’m not the only 
one who makes mistakes. When are you going to take some responsibility? You're selfish and 
mean and you don’t care about what I want." 

Replace it with a layer of cushion statements before and after your complaint such as, 

BEFORE CUSHION (Notice staying with the first person, “I”)

I really love you and I want all the good stuff between us. I hate fighting with you; you’re my 
favorite person I the whole world.  I know that, if I were you, I wouldn’t like my attitude, either.  I 
really want to solve this problem but I don’t know how to do that when I get defensive. I know 
that you really love me, too.  I don’t want to argue and go nowhere. I want to be able for us to 
work this out.

COMPLAINT AND REQUEST FOR CHANGE: 

And I’m not sure what to do to get it back because when you talk to me this way I feel hurt and 
disrespected. And I feel like defending myself by yelling back because I feel like I’m being 
attacked. So, maybe you have a suggestion to help us agree or maybe we could take a time out 
and calm down and discuss what we both want?

AFTER CUSHION: 

I’m not meaning to tell you what to do, to put you off nor ignore this problem. You’re my best 
friend. I promise that I’ll work through this with you. And I know we can do it when we are less 
emotional and more thoughtful. I’m open to any ideas you have, too. I honestly trust that you 
care as much about this as I do.

BEFORE CUSHION

AFTER CUSHION

COMPLAINT 
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RELATIONSHIP EXAMPLE #2: 

“I asked you before and you didn’t do anything. You never listen to me. All you ever want is for 
me to do all the work. You're selfish and mean and you don’t care about what I want." 

Replace it with a layer of cushion statements before and after your complaint such as, 

BEFORE CUSHION (Notice staying with the first person, “I”)
I really want to stop fighting with you. I care more about you and us than anything; that’s why I 
get so upset. I’m more sensitive to you than to anyone. I really want to solve this problem I know 
you don’t like it when I get upset. I don’t want to argue anymore; I want our happy friendship.

COMPLAINT AND REQUEST FOR CHANGE: 
When you ignore me this way, I feel hurt and disrespected and I feel like defending myself. but I 
don’t know how to do that when I feel like I’m being criticized and that I don’t matter to you. So, 
can we take the time to discuss what we both want? 

AFTER CUSHION: 
I want to be able for us to work this out. I want to listen to your side and know what you really 
want.  And I hope you can hear me, too. I’m not meaning to control you nor say that it’s all your 
fault. I’m willing to take responsibility for my part in this. I’d appreciate if you can help me clear 
this up. I know you are always willing to be fair and that you have more ideas than me.

SOFTENING WORDS: In addition to sentences and phrases, softening words are designed to 
cushion and take the bite out of disagreeing, hurtful or harsh statements. 

NOT BLANKET STATEMENTS: Softening words are often more accurate because they are 
more general. When we make blanket statements using, “always, never, everyone, nobody,” we 
are making assumptions that something is always one way and, with human beings or nature, 
there are usually  anomalies.  We’re more likely  to be understood when we speak with accuracy. 
This softens our points from being black-and-white or off-on, never-always, to what  really 
happens. 

AVOID BLACK AND WHITE: We can soften the interaction when we say, I think, I suppose, 
it seems, I believe, might, possibly, maybe, at times, etc. Softening words work because they 
leave some open room for interpretation rather than being a solid “right or wrong” or "black and 
white" statement which may be seen as judgmental, critical, prejudiced, dominating or 
disrespectful. 

COURTESY AND KINDNESS: As a counselor and as a wife, I agree that we need to honestly 
share our feelings; I think that’s a critical element of being intimate best friends with our spouse. 
However, we can be considerate and courteous with the truth rather than with being short or with 
blunt honesty. Sometimes I think I am clumsy because I’m not good at it  for lack of skill, 
practice or awareness. Sometimes urgency makes me unkind because I want to get it out quickly.
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My husband, Jack, is an expert with Cushion Statements and has taught me more than I knew 
about how to be considerate when sharing feelings and problems. Sometimes this can be called a 
“Sandwich ‘No’” where we sandwich the difficult message between sincere, accurate, intelligent 
and positive statements. 
 For example:

Cushion Statements:
• Honey (one of your kind diminutives), I need to tell you something and I really need you 

to hear me. (Uh, oh. I can tell something’s wrong...oh, dear, what happened, what did I 
do?)

• You are my best friend and I’m sometimes over-sensitive to our flubs. (Whew, he/she still 
loves me and isn’t placing blame.)

• This, in no way, is meant to make you feel bad or to hurt your feelings. (Oh, this is going 
to be hard. But, he/she is putting my feelings first...how considerate.)

• I don’t want to hold back on the things that can get in the way of my feeling love for you 
or that get in the way of our relationship. (Something created a problem...I want to know 
what happened.)

• I want you to know something I think is important and I want to say it in a way that 
doesn’t make you feel disconnected from me or at all defensive with me. (Wow, I must 
have done something really hurtful!)

• Would that be okay now? Or would you like to (be willing to) talk later? (What are you 
waiting for? I want to know now so we can figure this out.)

(Usually, by this time, I’m very curious about what’s on his mind and he has my full attention.)

How I feel:
• When you talk with people and make plans with them without consulting me, it seems like 

I’m not considered part of us as a couple.  (Now I’m starting to feel empathetic towards his 
feelings and can feel his desire for an intimate partnership.)

• I feel hurt/disrespected/taken for granted/ unimportant to you in our relationship. 
Sometimes I feel very frustrated and angry because I want you to remember we are 
partners/best friends. (Inside, I’m glad he’s the kind of man who places importance on his 
marriage and I’m agreeing with him all the way.)

• If we could talk about the best ways to be partners in scheduling things, I’d really 
appreciate it. (I like his idea and am looking at my ignorance and wanting to change so this 
doesn’t happen again.)

Closing Cushion Statements:
• I know you don’t mean to disrespect me. I know you are willing to make this easier on me 

and our relationship. (I’m impressed that he is sensitive to my good heartedness.)
• You are the best. I want to trust you with everything. I want us to share everything.
• This relationship is number one with me and you. (I love hearing these words - they 

confirm how I really see myself and I love being treated like I’m his best friend.)
• There’s nothing we can’t solve together. (Music to the ears of committed partners...this   

belief that we are unstoppable as a team is one of the great strengths of a real marriage.)

10
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...more examples of personal cushion statements 
(you can never have too many) Check the ones that suit you...to use and to hear.

☐  I want to tell you something I think is useful... or can help... or is new...
☐  It seems like you have already made up your mind. That’s okay with me. And, I still need to make sure 
that you understand my ideas, too. Can you just hear me out so I know I’ve been clear?
☐  Hi, Sweetie (your softest diminutive), you are the most important person in my life. I believe that, no 
matter what, we can find a way through this.
☐  There might be some other options. We might have some more possibilities. 
☐  Maybe we could discuss this with others.
☐  At times it feels like we are on opposite sides. And I’m grateful that we complement each other. I want 

to know what you’re thinking. And, then, I’d like to share my ideas, if that’s okay.
☐ We don’t need to decide right away. There’s no urgency about this.
☐  I don’t ever want to tell you what to do...
☐  I’d like to share something; and you are free to agree or disagree. It won’t bother me one way or the 
other. I just want to tell you about it.
☐  I want you to have the best.
☐ Our relationship is more important to me than anything else. Thank you for being my best friend.
☐  I really want to help and I think this important but, I can’t.... I could .....
☐  You probably already know this but, ....
☐  This may sound crazy, and I don’t want to bother you, but...
☐  I understand that...
☐  I can understand why you feel that way. 
☐  I’m really interested in your viewpoint.
☐ If you disagree with me, I’m very interested because I honestly want to know your opinions. And, I 

probably have something to learn.
☐  I understand how you feel. In this situation, I (or others) would probably feel the same way you do.
☐  If I were you, I’d probably think this way too.
☐ And, since I love our differences, I’m always interested in the things I don’t see or know, especially if 

it’s about you or your views.
☐ I want to make sure I heard what you think. Let me check it out...did you say that...
☐ If I’ve said anything that offends you or upsets you, I want you to feel completely free to tell me 

without worrying that I’ll use it against you.
☐  Is this a good time to talk? If not, I’m happy to wait until it’s convenient. I won’t forget and I’ll ask 
you again.
☐  I treasure our friendship so much.
☐  I love the way we can talk about anything.
☐  When it’s just the two of us, everything else is irrelevant.
☐  I want to tell you something I think is useful... or can help... or is new...
☐ Do you have more ideas on what we can do? And, if I’ve said, “no,” before, try me again and let’s talk 

about it more deeply.

What topics or situations could be improved by cushion statements in 
your relationship?

_______________________________    	 ______________________________

_______________________________    	 ______________________________

_______________________________    	 ______________________________
11
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5. the Five Basic Love Languages

A happy marriage is a long conversation which always seems too short. 
–Andre Maurois

FIVE LANGUAGES: Dr. Gary Chapman has determined that there are five Love Languages: 
1) Quality Time, 2) Affectionate Touch, 3) Acts of Service, 4) Words  of Affirmation and 5) Gifts 
Received. Each person has a ranking of  which languages are their favorites. 

BECOMING MORE LITERATE: The following exercises  are designed to assist you in the 
development of your private language of love. Often we have different styles, needs and 
expectations. So, you want to carefully teach your partner how you want to be loved.  In a 
Designer Marriage, you are also willing to learn and use your partner’s preferred love language.

ARE YOU SPEAKING YOUR PARTNER’S LOVE LANGUAGE? In the chart below, 
decide which is your number one love language and then number the rest according to how you 
rank all five. Then, think about your partner and see if you can accurately rank them according 
to what you guess  are his/her priorities  for feeling loved by you.  Test your assessment by getting 
your partner’s ranking and see how close you came!  

From The Five Love Languages: How to Express Heartfelt Commitment to Your Mate by Gary Chapman 1992.

   Love Languages	 My Ranking      My Guess for      My Partner

                                                                       My Partner

1) Quality Time	 	 ________	 	 _________	 ________

2) Affectionate Touch	 ________	 	 _________	 ________

3) Acts of  Service	 	 ________	 	 _________	 ________

4) Affirming Words	          ________		 _________	 ________

5) Gifts Received	 	 ________	 	 _________	 ________

Heather Carlile, MA, LPC. 
801 E. Campbell Road, Suite 152, Richardson, TX 75081  214-636-5889             

designermarriage.com   rewritingyourfuture.com
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 Current Caring I Receive from You
1. CURRENT CARING: To begin teaching your partner your love language, complete the 
following sentence in as many ways  as you can. Use behaviors, words and symbols your partner is 
currently using that make you feel cared about and loved. Act as  a gentle and considerate guide 
by being specific, concrete and positive.  Try to focus on highly repeatable items.

 I feel cared about/loved when you . . . 

 How You Loved Me When!

2. ROMANTIC MEMORIES: Now let yourself picture memories of the romantic phase of 
your relationship when you felt loved as your partner did or said certain things. Take care to 
include the little things that made a difference to you and made you feel special. Complete the 
sentence below in as many ways as you can recall. For clear communication, use descriptive, 
quantifiable phrases.

 I felt cared about/loved when you used to. . . 

It is not a lack of  love, but a lack of  friendship that makes unhappy marriages.
-Friedrich Nietzche

13
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 I Wish You Could…

3. HOPES AND DREAMS: There are, perhaps, some caring and loving behaviors you have 
always  wanted but never requested. They may come from your Parental Portrait wound, needs, 
values, stories, hopes, fantasy, experience, or your image of an ideal partner. Describe them below 
in positive, specific language. See if  you can use playful and practical quantifiable phrases!

 I would also feel cared about/loved if  you would . . . . 

 How I Say, “I Love You!”

4. SHOWING I CARE: There are some things that you do for your partner that are actions of 
your care and love. Your partner may not understand the importance of your action. For your 
partner’s information, share them below.

 I am saying, I love you and care about you when I . . . . 

14
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6. The Daily Dialogue
Inspired by Virginia Satir

As much as I would miss my wife if  she were to die, I would miss what we are together even more.
 Our "we-ness" our "us-ness."  -Carl Whitaker, family therapy pioneer

TAKE YOUR MARITAL TEMPERATURE DAILY: We know communication is important, 
but just how do we do it? The Daily Temperature Reading is  a step-by-step guide to getting it 
right. Practice each day for a week and soon the behaviors  will become habits. Do them all – 
even if at first they seem artificial or corny. These simple but crucial skills can make the difference 
between misery and happiness.

1. Appreciations
2. Wishes, Hopes and Dreams
3. New Information
4. Puzzles
5. Complaints with Request for Change

1. Appreciations: Share five things  you appreciate about each other. These can range from 
the simple "I like your smile" to the sublime "I like it that you were able to kiss  and make up 
after I forgot to pick you up last night." Appreciations build up credit in the love bank. It can 
be a nice surprise to realize just how much our partners notice and appreciate.

2. Wishes, Hopes, and Dreams: Describe three things you hope for in the long run  ("I 
hope to run a marathon by the time I'm 40") and in the short run ("This week-end I'd like to 
spend a half-hour alone with my dad when he's here.") A partner who understands your 
dreams is able to help them happen. Remember that hopes change as  we go along and it's 
important to keep each other current.

3. New Information: We often forget to update our partner 
about a change in plans  or circumstances. We tell people at 
work or a family member and think we've told our spouse. 
Make the daily updates  a ritual. Information like "The 
dentist said Bobby won't need braces after all," or "I'll have 
to be in San Francisco an extra day," is crucial to staying in-
synch and feeling connected.

4. Puzzles: Clear-up big or little mysteries before they 
become suspicions, jealousy, false assumptions, or resentments. Most "puzzles" have simple 
explanations. "You promised you'd water the tomatoes before you left this  morning. What 
happened?" "The water was turned off. Was it back on when you got up?" You have to ask.

5. Complaints with Request for Change: Get in the habit of saying what you want rather 
than what you don't want. Describe a specific behavior that bothers you and explain how 
you'd like it done. Instead of "I get furious when you call and don't leave a message," say, 
"Honey, when you call and get the machine, please don't say 'It's me' and hang up. Say why 
you're calling, and when you'll call back, or be home, or whatever it was  you were calling to 
tell me."

Courtesy of  Heather Carlile, MA. LPC, Dallas, Texas  www.heathercarlile.com   214-636-5889

1. Appreciations
2. Wishes, Hopes and 

Dreams
3. New Information
4. Puzzles
5. Complaints with Request 

for Change
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The entire sum of existence 
is the magic of being needed by 

just one person.
 - Vi Putnam 
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